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Calix Support Services can help you build a better broadband network. 
Innovative Communications Service Providers (CSPs) are turning 
to Calix Support to help them be better prepared to deal with issues 
impacting their network availability and subscriber experience. They are 
looking to Calix Support to provide immediate expertise to fill in staffing 
gaps and help drive initiatives on network planning, optimization and 
troubleshooting.

Calix Support has two distinct support roles that can facilitate issues 
CSPs are experiencing as they try to improve the management and 
resolution of access network incidents, and address the staffing gaps and 
expand the expertise of operations and engineering teams.  

• Service Delivery Manager

• Shared or Full-time Network Engineer
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SERVICE DELIVERY MANAGER - YOUR KEY TO 
OPERATIONAL SUCCESS

The Service Delivery Manager is your key to operational success. It’s a 
named premium customer engagement resource that takes on the role as 
advocate and case manager on the issues that you care about and are critical 
to your organization and your subscribers.

The Service Delivery Manger is for operations organizations wanting a 
tighter integration and partnership approach with Calix Support Services and 
provides the following value to your operations organization:

Single point of contact for managing and prioritizing your issues

• Advocates and escalates your problems across Calix organizations and 
ensures appropriate resources are engaged and working on the issues 
important to you to help drive resolution

• Improves lines of communication by providing periodic updates to your 
team on problem resolution status

Your partner for improved communications and hands on open case 
management

• Provides hands-on case management for all Calix Support and Services 
related cases in progress through the Calix Technical Assistance Center 
(TAC)

• Holds regular sessions with your operations team leadership providing 
updates and progress on open and escalated issues and how Calix is 
helping you resolve them 

• Monitors all open cases to facilitate their progress through the TAC while 
informing you on the status

• Coordinates with the Professional Services team on your deployment 
activities (maintenance, design, test and turn up) requiring escalations to 
TAC or Calix Serviceability team

• Quarterly business reviews with analysis and reporting on operational 
performance and business goals

 

“Does the Service Delivery 
Manager make us stand 
out from our competitors? 
Absolutely. With Calix Support’s 
help we’re actually solving 
things versus patching things, 
which will help make us more 
proactive and make us stand 
out to our customers.”
-  Ethan Webinger – Chief Technology 

Officer at Acentek

https://www.calix.com/
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Your advocate, advisor and facilitator on the technology 
that impacts you

• Responds to your inquiries for Calix technical resources to help 
you resolve problems, perform maintenance, and correctly set up 
system configuration.

• Instructs your team on the available tools and knowledge-base  resources in the 
Calix Community.

• Notifies you of critical issues and customer advisory bulletins and patches that could 
potentially impact your operating environment.

AN EXTENSION TO YOUR OPERATIONS TEAM - CALIX NETWORK 
ENGINEERS 

A Calix Network Engineer is an extension of your operations and engineering teams; 
a trusted partner that can provide you instant expertise to help you with Calix access 
network, premises and Cloud solutions. 

CSPs are under tremendous pressure to stay current on the latest technology and scale 
their technical teams. They are currently strained, however, due to lack of resources and 
stretched thin from having to deal with multiple expansion projects while they attend to 
an ever growing subscriber base. They need someone to perform the hands on work; 
someone they can turn to get the answers they need immediately.

A Calix Network Engineer acts as part of your team; they know your network, and 
understand your challenges and bring instant expertise on Calix broadband access 
networks and premises systems to fill in your staffing gaps and start solving problems 
immediately.

Leverage part-time or full-time depending on your needs

Calix Network Engineers provide you the ultimate flexible resource. CSPs can engage a 
named Calix Network Engineer on a shared and remote basis from one to four days per 
week. Or you can add a full-time Network Engineer fully dedicated to your organization who 
can work remotely or on-site. 

https://www.calix.com/
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The Network Engineer has the expertise to fulfill different 
roles including planning, engineering, new product introduction, 
trouble shooting and support. If you need immediate engineering 
and operations expertise but don’t have time to train and teach or wait 
for internal personal to ramp on the technology, a shared or full-time Network 
Engineer is well suited to help you meet your business objectives.

A Calix Network Engineer is an invaluable named resource on activities that include

• Guidance and leadership on layer 2 and layer 3 planning, network design, 
implementation and configuration best practices for your Calix solution

• Network evaluation and best practices recommendations on network health and 
performance

• Software update guidance and helping your team understand the right time and the 
right way to upgrade your network

• Share product level expertise with recommendations and reviews of new Calix 
product release features

• New product guidance, assistance and best practices on testing and integrating it into 
your production environment

• Creating step-by-step procedures and documentation on deployment and 
troubleshooting tailored to your network environment

• In-depth use-case training and knowledge transfer to support your specific business 
and operations needs

THE CALIX SUPPORT EXPERIENCE CAN TAKE YOUR ORGANIZATION TO 
THE NEXT LEVEL

Calix premium customer engagmenet resources can provide your team a new support 
experience and help you innovate your operations processes, resolve problems faster 
and more proactively,enhance team expertise, and solve your staffing needs. For more 
information on how a Service Delivery Manager and Calix Network Engineer can benefit 
your team you can check out our website or contact a Calix Support Services expert now.

https://www.calix.com/
https://www.calix.com/services/support-services.html
https://go.pardot.com/l/2172/2020-10-27/4qvq6j?utm_source=none&utm_campaign=none&utm_content=none&utm_medium=none&utm_term=none

